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ABSTRACT
Objective: A drug’s efficiency depends on the binding capacity of the drug with the particular plasma protein. The less bound drug can be easily
diffused through cell membranes. The present study deals with in silico studies of amitriptyline binding to three plasma proteins human ceruloplasmin
(HCP), cellular retinol-binding protein (CRBP), and human serum albumin (HSA) and tries to establish the binding capacity behavior with the frontier
molecular orbital approach.
Methods: Amitriptyline is selected as legend and docked with three plasma proteins HCP, HCP PDB ID 1KCW, CRBP PDB ID 5LJC, and HSA. Docking
calculations were carried out using docking server. frontier molecular orbital calculations are performed through web-based computational chemistry
interface WEBMO version 17.0.012e using server Buchhner.chem.hope.edu. on computational engine MOPAC.

Results: HCP and HSA predominantly show polar and hydrophobic interactions, whereas CRBP forms hydrogen bond apart from polar and hydrophobic
interactions. Favorable values of inhibition constant, Ki, is obtained which is equal to 1.13 µM for CRBP, 6.00 µM for HCP, and 2.00 µM for has.

Conclusion: A studies prove that amitriptyline can bind to all three plasma proteins, namely, HCP, CRBP, and HSA. Amitriptyline binds to an HSA
and HCP through polar and hydrophobic interactions while weak electrostatic interactions felicitate diffusion of amitriptyline through the plasma
membrane. Comparatively, strong hydrogen bond in CRBP may make the bound drug to be released at a slow rate. Strong binding of amitriptyline to
CRBP is also evident from the least value of inhibition constant, Ki, which is equal to 1.13 µM for CRBP, 6.00 µM for HCP, and 2.00 µM for has.
Keywords: Human ceruloplasmin, Retinol-binding protein, Human serum albumin, Amitriptyline.
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INTRODUCTION
Human ceruloplasmin (HCP), (1KCW) is a member of the multicopper
oxidase family of enzymes [1]. It was first isolated in 1944 [2] and
has a molecular weight of some 132 kDa, being comprised of a single
polypeptide chain of 1046 amino-acid residues with a carbohydrate
content of between 7% and 8% [3]. The first X-ray structural study of
HCP was reported in 1996 [4]. Copper is required for a wide variety
of enzymatic reactions taking place in living cells [5-9]. CP physically
interacts with transferrin, and it acts as a ferroxidase and is thought
to mediate efflux of iron from cells, [10-12]. Cp does play a role in the
transfer of Fe (II) to blood plasma transferring from some cells-like
hepatocytes [13-15]. The arrangements of the trinuclear center and
the mononuclear copper ion are similar to that of laccase and ascorbate
oxidase [16-19]. Cellular retinol-binding protein (CRBP) appears to
have several roles, including (1) delivering retinol to specific binding
sites within the nucleus and (2) participating in the transepithelial
movement of retinol across certain blood-organ barriers. Vitamin A
is transported to the tissues in the form of retinol bound to RBP in a
1:1 complex and is largely regulated by the turnover rates of RBP [20].
Plasma RBP has 93% sensitivity for predicting marginal Vitamin A
status [21]. Human serum albumin (HSA), is the most abundant protein
in plasma, which is a main modulator of fluid distribution between
body compartments [ 22-23]. HSA acts as a main carrier for fatty acids,
affecting pharmacokinetics of many drugs, provides the metabolic
modification of some ligands, renders potential toxins harmless,
accounts for most of the antioxidant capacity of human plasma, and
displays (pseudo-) enzymatic properties [24-29]. HSA is a valuable
biomarker of many diseases [30-32] with potential applications as
implantable biomaterials, surgical adhesives, sealants, and fusion

proteins [33-35]. Albumin functions primarily as a carrier protein for
different biomolecules. Mutations in this gene on chromosome 4 result
in various anomalous proteins. Plasma proteins serve many functions
including transport of drugs, lipids, hormones, vitamins, and minerals
in the circulatory system. Serum Albumin accounts for 55% of plasma
proteinsand most drugs screen for serum albumin only. Hence, in
the present study, binding of the drug amitriptyline to other plasma
proteins was investigated along with albumen. Docking technique
used in the in silico studies predicts the binding of one molecule to
the other through preferential orientations of the molecules. Different
parameters such as free energy of binding, polar and hydrophobic
interactions, and formation of hydrogen bond are identified during
docking, and in silico studies are used extensively for studying the
docking behavior [36,37].
METHODS

Amitriptyline is selected as legend and docked with three plasma
proteins HCP, HCP PDB ID 1KCW, CRBP PDB ID 5LJC, and HSA.
Docking calculations were carried out using docking Server [38].
Gasteiger partial charges are added to the ligand atoms by the server
during docking, non-polar hydrogen atoms are merged, and rotatable
bonds are defined. As per server notification, AutoDock tools [39] are
used for adding essential hydrogen atoms, Kollman united atom type
charges, and solvation parameters. Autogrid program [39] generated
affinity grid maps of × Å and 0.375 Å. AutoDock parameter set- and
distance-dependent dielectric functions are used in the calculation
of van der Waals and electrostatic terms, respectively. Lamarckian
genetic algorithm and the Solis and Wets local search methods [40]
are used for performing docking simulations. Initial position,
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orientation, and torsions of the ligand molecule are set randomly.
All rotatable torsions are released during docking. 10 different runs,
terminating after a maximum of 250,000 energy evaluations, are used
for each docking experiment. Population size is 150, a translational
step of 0.2 Å, and quaternion and torsion step of 5 are applied.
Frontier molecular orbital calculations are performed through webbased computational chemistry interface WEBMO version 17.0.012e
using server Buchhner.chem.hope.edu. on computational engine
MOPAC.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The interaction between the ligand and the target protein 1 KCW
is shown in Figs. 1a, b and 2. Tables 1 and 2 show the interaction
energies involved in the binding of the ligands to the 1 KCW. According
to docking server, inhibition constant is 6.00 um. Ki is reflective of the
binding affinity. If Ki is much larger than the maximal plasma drug
concentrations, a patient is exposed to from typical dosing, then that
drug is not likely to inhibit the activity of that enzyme. Smaller the Ki,
the smaller amount of medication is needed to inhibit the activity of
that enzyme. The value obtained here is 6.00 uM, which lies well within
the limits. The estimated free energy of binding is about −7.12 kcal/
Mol (Table 1). According to the docking server (Table 2), polar bond
is formed between ASN119 of target and N1 and H1 of ligand, which
is again indicative of the docking between target and ligand. Excellent
electrostatic interactions of polar, hydrophobic, pi-pi, and van der Waals
interactions are observed (Table 2). Inhibitions constant (Ki) 6.00 uM is
favorable for the interaction. Docking results give binding site analysis
for 6 amino acids, with the ligand which shows precise conformity.
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The ligand amitriptyline interacted well with the protein 1 KCW in the
docking grid.

Table 3 summarizes the molecular docking energy level table for
drug amitriptyline to 5LJC (RBP). According to docking server,
inhibition constant is 1.13 uM. The value obtained here is 1.13
uM, which lies well within the limits. The estimated free energy of
binding is about −8.11 kcal/Mol (Table 3). The interaction between
the ligand and the target protein 5LJC is presented in Figs. 3a, b
and 4. Polar interactions between N of amitriptyline and MET 119
residue of 5LJC hydrophobic and other interactions are also seen
(Table 4).

a

b

Fig. 1: (a and b) Docking of amitriptyline to 1 KCW polar
interactions between N of amitriptyline and ASN 119 residue of
IKCW | hydrophobic and other interactions are also seen. Docking
results obtained from docking server. Ligand represented by
Greenside chains by blue and red color

Table 1: Molecular Docking energy level table for drug amitriptyline to 1 KCW

EST. Free energy
of binding

EST. Inhibition
constant, Ki

vdW+Hbond+dissolve
energy

Electrostatic
energy

Total intermolecular
energy

Frequency

Interacting surface

−7.12 kcal/Mol

6.00 uM

−6.54 kcal/Mol

−1.21 kcal/Mol

−7.75 kcal/Mol

50%

639.088

Table 2: Bonds formed between amitriptyline to 1 KCW
Polar

Hydrophobic

Others

N1 () [3.39] – ASN119 (ND2, OD1)
H1 () [2.66] – ASN119 (ND2, OD1)

C20 () [3.42] – TRP732 (CD1)
C8 () [3.78] – ILE1016 (CD1)
C9 () [3.67] – ILE1016 (CD1)
C9 () [3.28] – ILE1016 (CD1)

H1 () [2.60] – ASN119 (CB, CG)
N1 () [3.55] – ASN119 (CG)
C14 () [3.77] – ASN119 (ND2)
C19 () [3.41] – ASN119 (ND2)
C16 () [3.06] – GLN729 (OE1)
C18 () [3.83] – GLN729 (OE1)
C11 () [2.95] – GLN951 (OE1)
C16 () [3.14] – GLN951 (OE1)
C1 () [3.66] – GLN951 (OE1)
C2 () [3.89] – GLN951 (OE1)
C5 () [3.20] – GLN951 (OE1)
C7 () [3.62] – GLN951 (OE1)
C13 () [3.75] – GLN951 (OE1)
C18 () [3.53] – GLN951 (OE1)
C2 () [3.73] – THR1033 (OG1)
C2 () [3.15] – THR1034 (OG1)
C3 () [3.81] – THR1034 (OG1)
C8 () [3.38] – THR1034 (OG1)
C9 () [3.62] – THR1034 (OG1)
C17 () [2.83] – THR1034 (CBOG1)
C12 () [3.00] – THR1036 (OG1)
C15 () [3.69] – THR1036 (OG1)

Table 3: Molecular docking energy level table for drug amitriptyline to 5ljc (RBP)
EST. Free energy
of binding

EST. Inhibition
constant, Ki

vdW+Hbond+dissolve
energy

Electrostatic
energy

Total intermolecular
Energy

Frequency

Interacting surface

−8.11 kcal/Mol

1.13 uM

−8.89 kcal/Mol

+0.03 kcal/Mol

−8.86 kcal/Mol

100%

540.236

RBP: Retinol‑binding protein
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2.0 uM, which lies well within the limits. The estimated free energy
of binding is about −7.78 kcal/Mol (Table 5). The interaction between
the ligand and the target protein 5LJC is presented in Figs. 5a, b and
6. Polar interactions between N of amitriptyline and GLU425 and
GLN459 residue of serum albumin (Table 6). Hydrophobic and other
interactions are also seen.

Table 5 shows the molecular docking energy level table for drug
amitriptyline to serum albumin (1AO6). According to docking
server, inhibition constant is 2.0 uM. Ki is helpful in predicting that a
particular ligand is going to inhibit a particular protein and results in
a clinically relevant drug interaction with a substrate for the enzyme.
Ki is reflective of the binding affinity. The value obtained here is
Polar

Hydrophobic

Other

ASN119 (−0.5307)

TRP732 (−0.7408)
ILE101 (−0.5498)

GLN951 (−0.6927)
THR103 (−0.3705)
GLN729 (−0.1644)

Fig. 2: Interaction among ligand and protein. Decomposed energies in Kcal/mole

a

b

Fig. 3: (a and b) Docking of amitriptyline to 5L JC polar interactions between N of amitriptyline and MET 119 residue of 5LJC|hydrophobic
and other interactions is also seen. Docking results obtained from docking server. Ligand represented by greenside chains by blue and
red color
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Table 4: Bonds formed between amitriptyline and 5L JC
Hydrogen bonds

Hydrophobic

pi-pi

OthSSers

N1 () [3.37] – MET119 (SD)

C8 () [3.27] – PHE16 (CE1, CZ)
C9 () [3.53] – PHE16 (CE1, CZ)
C14 () [3.73] – PHE16 (CE1)
C2 () [3.70] – PHE16 (CE2, CZ)
C3 () [3.89] – PHE16 (CZ)
C12 () [3.79] – LEU20 (CD2)
C15 () [3.71] – VAL25 (CG1)
C10 () [3.64] – LEU29 (CD1,CG)
C15 () [3.24] – LEU29 (CD1,CD2,CG)
C1 () [3.44] – ALA33 (CB)
C4 () [3.68] – ALA33 (CB)
C10 () [3.29] – ALA33 (CB)
C1 () [3.37] – LEU36 (CD1)
C2 () [3.56] – LEU36 (CD1)
C11 () [3.61] – PRO38 (CD,CG)
C2 () [3.84] – PRO38 (CG)
C5 () [3.89] – PRO38 (CG)
C12 () [3.31] – ILE77 (CB,CG1,CG2)
C17 () [3.80] – ILE77 (CG2)
C19 () [3.40] – ILE77 (CD1)
C20 () [3.52] – ILE77 (CD1)
C14 () [3.33] – ILE77 (CE,SD)
C19 () [3.87] – MET119 (SD)

C13 () [3.76] – TYR60 (CB)
C18 () [3.50] – TYR60 (CB)

C19 () [3.62] – TYR19 (OH)
C18 () [3.40] – THR53 (CB,CG2)
C16 () [3.44] – THR53 (CB,CG2)
C11 () [3.48] – SER55 (CB,OG)
C16 () [3.87] – SER55 (OG)
H1 () [2.67] – MET119 (CE,SD)

Table 5: Molecular docking energy level table for drug amitriptyline to serum albumin
EST. Free energy
of binding

EST. Inhibition
constant, Ki

vdW+Hbond+dissolve
energy

−7.78 kcal/Mol

2.00 uM

−7.38 kcal/Mol

Electrostatic
energy
−0.87 kcal/Mol

Total intermolecular.
energy

Frequency

Interacting Surface

−8.25 kcal/Mol

50%

677.752

Table 6: Bonds formed between amitriptyline and serum albumin
Polar

Hydrophobic

pi-pi

Others

N1 (1) [3.82] – GLU425 (OE2)
N1 (1) [3.78] – GLN459 (OE1)

C10 (11) [3.37] – PRO147 (CD,CG)
C15 (16) [3.86] – PRO147 (CD)

C11 (12) [3.54] – HIS146 (CE1)
C13 (14) [3.79] – HIS146 (CE1)
C16 (17) [3.28] – HIS146 (CE1)
C18 (19) [3.40] – HIS146 (CE1)
C15 (16) [3.23] – TYR148
(CB,CD1,CG)
C17 (18) [3.18] – TYR148 (CB)

C7 (8) [3.85] – HIS146 (ND1)
C13 (14) [3.80] – HIS146 (ND1)
C18 (19) [3.89] – HIS146 (ND1)
C18 (19) [3.83] – LYS190 (CB,CG)
C16 (17) [3.85] – LYS190 (CG)

Table 7: Mopac semiempirical calculations
Route

Value

Symmetry
PM3 heat of formation
Dipole moment
Server
CPU time

Cs
1185.16374 Kal/Mol
0.918 Debye
Buchhner.chem.hope.edu
0.47 s

C13 (14) [3.51] – SER193 (CB,OG)
C3 (4) [3.42] – SER193 (OG)
C4 (4) [3.71] – SER193 (OG)
C6 (7) [3.03] – SER193 (OG)
C7 (4) [3.60] – SER193 (OG)
C12 (13) [2.83] – SER193 (OG)
C17 (18) [3.39] – SER193 (OG)
C12 (13) [3.28] – ARG197 (CB,CG)
C17 (18) [3.56] – ARG197 (CB,CD)
C19 (20) [3.20] – GLU425 (CD,CG,OE2)
C20 (21) [3.51] – GLU425 (OE2)
C14 (15) [3.22] – GLU459
(CB,CD,CG,NE2,OE1)
C9 (10) [3.32] – GLN459 (CD,CG,NE2)
N1 (1) [3.68] – GLN459 (CD)
C20 (21) [3.11] – GLN459
(CD,NE2,OE1)
C19 (20) [3.53] – GLN459 (OE1)

The structure of amitriptyline of DFT studies is shown in Fig. 7. Squares
of the wave function of electrons in the occupied molecular orbitals
give the electron density Electron density isosphere (Fig. 8) predicts
the size and shape of the molecule. Energy possessed by a unit charge
at each point in space due to the surrounding electrons and nuclei is
manifested in the form of electrostatic potential. Electrostatic potential
is computed by integrating the electron density divided by a distance
at each point in space. Electrostatic potential by convention is shown
172
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Hydrogen bonds

Hydrophobic

Others

MET119 (0.0765)

ILE77
1.3444
PHE16
1.1079
LEU20 0.8783
TYR60 0.8752
PRO38 0.7851
VAL25 0.4449
LEU36 0.4084
LEU29 0.4051
ALA33 0.3952

THR53 0.7008
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TYR19 0.4791
SER55 0.3603

Fig. 6: Interaction among ligand and protein. Decomposed
energies in Kcal/mole

Fig. 4: Interaction among ligand and protein. Decomposed
energies in Kcal/mole

a

b

Fig. 7: Structure of amitriptyline

Fig. 5: (a and b) Docking of amitriptyline to serum albumin polar
interactions between N of amitriptyline and GLU425, GLN459
residue of serum albumin|hydrophobic and other interactions is
also seen. Docking results obtained from docking server. Ligand
represented by greenside chains by blue and red color
on the electron density isosurface through different colors. By default,
WebMO represents smaller values of red and larger values in blue.
Thus, red represents negative regions, and blue represents positive
regions on an electrostatic potential surface. The electrostatic potential
surface on amitriptylineis red (negative) around methyl groups
attached to nitrogen and blue (positive) around the 7 membered and
six-membered rings. The magnitude of the molecular orbitals which are
available for an attack by an electrophile or nucleophile or even by a
radical is used for the computation of frontier density surfaces. Bull’s
eye pattern is used. Blue represents the largest possibility of attack.
The electrophilic (HOMO) frontier density (Fig. 9a and b) is maximum
around carbon at six-membered ring positioned toward nitrogen,
indicating that protonation will occur at this position in molecular plane,
whereas nucleophilic (LUMO) frontier density (Figs. 10, 11a and b) is
maximum around nitrogen and methyl group joining the central sevenmembered ring, meaning that the nucleoplhilic attack will occur at
this position. During the process of hydrogen bond formation as per
the results obtained, N will play a strategic role amitriptyline binds
to all the three plasma proteins discussed here in studies. As per the
understanding, the active part of the drug is constituted mainly by the

Fig. 8: Electron density in amitriptyline
unbound part of the drug. Bound drug is slowly released at the site as
per the concentration changes. Studies here show that amitriptyline is
a dipole with a dipole moment of 0.918 Debye (Fig. 12 and Table 7).
The dipole is created along N chain joined to the seven-membered
ring making N as a comparative negative pole with maximum electron
density. Nucleophile attack takes place at this position leading to polar
173
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a

b
Fig. 9: (a) HOMO, HOMO ENERGY −298.143 ev, HOMO color
red and blue, smaller values of red and larger values in blue,
(b) LUMO of amitriptyline, LUMO ENERGY −293.913 ev, LUMO
color yellow and green
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interactions with 1 KCW and amitriptyline interactions with 1AO6.
Free energy of binding is negative in all the three cases, and value of
inhibition constant is also very low. Polar and hydrophobic interactions
are observed in all the three dockings with 1 KCW, 5Ljc, and 1AO6. HCP
and HSA predominantly show polar and hydrophobic interactions,
whereas CRBP forms hydrogen bond apart from polar and hydrophobic
interactions. Polar and hydrophobic interactions in HAS and HCP make
Amitriptyline bound to them, while weak electrostatic interactions
felicitate diffusion of HAS and HCP through the plasma membrane.
Comparatively, strong hydrogen bond in CRBP may make the bound
drug to be released at slow rate. Strong binding of amitriptyline to CRBP
is also evident from the least value of inhibition constant, Ki, which is
equal to 1.13 µM for CRBP, 6.00 µM for HCP, and 2.00 µM for HAS.
CONCLUSION

Molecular docking of amitriptyline with ligands using docking server
predicted in silico result with an inhibition constant, Ki, which is equal
to 1.13 µM for CRBP, 6.00 µM for HCP, and 2.00 µM for HAS which agreed
well with the physiological range for protein-ligand interaction. Polar
and hydrophobic interactions in HAS and HCP make amitriptyline
bound to them, while weak electrostatic interactions felicitate diffusion
of HAS and HCP through the plasma membrane. Comparatively, strong
hydrogen bond in CRBP may make the bound drug to be released at a
slow rate.
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